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Next Generation Leadership

European Institute for
Industrial Leadership

Helping European industry to attract, develop and retain
‘next generation leaders’
•

What is EIIL ?

•
•
•

Established 2003 to research, and develop industry views on next
generation industry leadership issues
Funded and governed by member companies as a not-for-profit
enterprise
Programme of events to develop Members’ business networks and
share [adr] good practices
Unique programme of research-based workshops for ‘next generation
leaders’
Research directed by Members’ Leadership Development Board valued discussion forum for [adr] good practice sharing and
opinion development
Interactive workshop-style research conference programmes and
round-table discussions with industry leaders past, present and
future from the EIIL Network
Focus on impact of technology, societal, and market
developments on business models, organisational design and
leadership requirements
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Prestigious facility based in Science 14 Atrium Conference and
Business Centre, Bruxelles, Belgium

EIIL ‘Leaders of Industry’ Survey 2003
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Innovative organisations developing ‘next generation leaders’ with the EIIL

What is EIIL Research ?

EIIL’s annual research studies
‘to develop industry views on next generation industry
leadership issues’
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•

Directed by Members’ Leadership Development Board

•

Interactive workshop-style research conference programmes and
round-table discussions with industry leaders past, present and future
from the EIIL Network

•

Focus on impact of technology, societal, and market developments on
business models, organisational design and leadership requirements
Leaders of Industry – Skills Survey - 2003
Marketplace for Engineers (for FEANI) – 2004
European Engineers Forum (For FEANI, Hannover Messe) – 2005
The European Engineer – Protecting this Endangered Species - 2006 – 8
Generations Club (JADE) - 2008
EESC - Matching skills: sector councils on employment & skills - 2009
Engineering Professional Card for Engineer’s Mobility (for FEANI) – 2009
EREF – Community Learning - 2009
Entrepreneurship Skills – JADE – 2011
‘Intrapreneurship’ – Entrepreneurial Skills for Careers - 2012
Leading the Connected Generation -2013 – 14
Disruptive Digitalisation and our Industry’s Future - 2015

Questionnaire
• Industry already does (or should) focus on new markets, and is
generally good at seeing market opportunities. This isn’t the role of
gov’t / institutions
• However, EU should develop, alongside industrialists, clear policy
frameworks for strategic markets
– allow industry time, and an increased certainty to invest to be globally
competitive.
– Don’t only focus on new areas. Include traditional industries essential to
Europe's competitiveness and society aims.

• Value European Technology
• Support 'Re-onshoring‘
– Develop an intra-Europe 'fast and cost effective' logistics infrastructure.
– Ensure a sustainable supply of technically knowledgeable future
industrial leaders.
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EIIL – Some Context

What are Industrial Leadership Skills ?
•Far more than technical or professional engineering skills
•Requires many interpersonal and professional skills beyond the
academic arena
•professional decision-making and judgement calls in
uncertainty
•complexity of making large organisations function effectively
in a changing commercial world.
[Also require ‘entrepreneurial skills’ - Support EYE and JADE]

Engineers and technical professionals will make
better* leaders of European manufacturing industry
(*more informed, socially conscientious)
‘it is easier to develop necessary business and leadership skills in a professional
engineer than it is to develop a necessary understanding of engineering and
technology in a business administrator or marketing manager.’
– EIIL Leaders of Industry Survey 2003
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EIIL – Some Context

Industrial Leaders Develop from Engineers
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• Engineers develop further than their initial degree qualification
• In later more senior leadership roles, continued professional and personal development
(through mainly non-formal life-long learning) differentiates more than degree
qualification
• Paragraph 2.16.2. of the draft Opinion is necessary but not sufficient.
• Ensure that Europe has a sustainable supply of technically knowledgeable future industrial leaders
• Encourage the broad development of leadership skills, often acquired through Non-Formal Learning
(NFL), at junior, middle and senior management level.

EIIL
Leaders of
Industry Survey
2012/2013
The Impact of ICT on
the industry
workplace of the
future
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Changing Industrial Landscape
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Career Development is Changing

Assignment
experience (skills)
validated against
parent company
competency profile.

Assignment
experience (skills)
validated by hosting
company
competency profile.

Changing Industrial Landscape

Fragmentation and Micro-businesses
Fewer Development Roles

Industry Needs:
Streamlined Procurement
Company needs:
greater transparency
assurance of outcome
less administration, .
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Micro-business
needs reduced cost
to sale.

LCG – Main Drivers

② when combined with sensors
and networked communications Technology Enabled
Remote Control
All experts in one urban office....

... or anywhere...
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Changing Industrial Landscape
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Fewer Entry-Level Roles

The skills offered on assignment,
and developed during, must be
assessed and validated in a way
which will satisfy both parent
and hosting company, and
attract the Gen C engineer.

Changing Industrial Landscape
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Characteristics of Gen C (related to
career expectations) :
• Aspire to be in control of their own careers, often expecting
multiple career opportunities and employers.
• Tend to underestimate the significance of building experience and
the time required to become effective
• Need continuous, timely feedback, recognition and reward, from
managers and validation of their career choices and achievements
from their peer group

Attracted by:
•Clearly described entry level roles
•in-house training schemes
•Progression opportunities,
•Recognition / Status (which can be
broadcast to peer-group).

Changing Industrial Landscape
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Increasing ease of interview-based
recruiting

Gold

EQF
EQF 88
EQF 77
EQF
EQF 66
EQF
EQF 44
EQF
EQF 33
EQF
EQF 22
EQF
EQF 11
EQF

Bronze

Ξ
Ξ

Master
Bachelor

ENG CARD (enhanced)

Platinum

Silver

EQF5
EQF
5
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ENG CARD (basic)

Professional
Experience

Europass
Europass

In Support of Re-shoring

Recognition of Skills – Attracting and Retaining Gen C

Conclusions
•

•

•

•

•

•
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To support re-shoring of larger and traditional industry, efforts should be made to refill the talent pool of future industry leaders, depleted due to the ‘crowding out’ of
engineering by ICT on campus, and the reduction of entry-level and development
level jobs through automation and fragmentation in the industry.
Priority support should be given to developing a mechanism for validation, against an
industry-recognised standard, of the (industrial leadership) skills acquired
progressively (through NFL) throughout the careers of Europe’s next generation
industrial leaders.
Recruitment, procurement, reward and retention processes in an increasingly
fragmented, and automated, industry landscape, would all benefit from recognition
of skills acquired through life-long workplace-based NFL.
A specification should be developed, in close collaboration with major European
manufacturing industries covering all sectors, for the leadership skills which can (and
for future industrial leaders must) be acquired for advancement.
A network of practising ‘Approved’ professionals should be developed, in
collaboration with the professional engineering associations, to assess and validate
the skills of applicants against this standard.
The EU should promote robust regulations where these have a demonstrable impact
in setting global standards that can be used to help European industry to expand
their market access and competitiveness.[Q5]. Creating, and operating effectively, a
European standard against which leadership skills acquired through Non Formal
Learning can be accredited would be one such robust regulation.

Market-driven Competition
• Market-driven standards, from outside Europe, are
beginning to emerge for both ‘soft’ and ‘firm’ skills
acquired through Informal Learning (IFL).
– PMI certification for Project Managers,
– EMCI certification for Engineering ‘Managers’.
– Microsoft’s own certification for technicians

• Recognised more readily in their ‘home’ market
• Will extend from IFL to skills acquired through nonformal learning (NFL)- including for industry
leadership skills
• First market with global standard will attract talent
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How Different Levels
of Capability see
Patterns
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